
Name       Date      Period    
Checklist for “Claymation” iMovie Production and Presentation 

 

 

Skills / Requirements / Extra Efforts Student      
Rating 
+ = great / 
above 
average 
effort 
x = yes, but 
not 
spectacular 
- = no / not 
included / 
below 
average 
effort 

Teacher Rating 
+ = great / above 
average effort 
displayed 
x = yes, but not 
above average 
- = no / not 
identifiable / 
below average 

Student and/or  
Teacher Comments 
 
OPTIONAL: Use this space or 
the back to clarify a rating if 
you’d care to. (If using the 
back, place the checklist # in 
front of your comment.) 
 
OPTIONAL: Use the back to 
list additional skills or efforts 
not listed  in 1st column and 
then rate your effort. 

1. Received teacher approval before beginning project  mandatory  
2. Created a set using art supplies   mandatory  
3. Created characters using clay  mandatory  
4. Characters have facial features  optional  
5. Characters are in proportion to set  mandatory  
6. Movement of pictures between slides was smooth/not 
choppy and slow/gradual 

 mandatory  
7. Number of pictures included: 
(      300         was the bare minimum!) 

 mandatory  
8. Imported “jpg” files to iMovie  mandatory  
9. Turned “Ken Burns” effect OFF  mandatory  
10. Any blurry pictures?  mandatory  
11. Used varying timings for pictures/Timing was sufficient    
12. Included title slide “over black”   Mandatory 

(does not 
have to be 
over black) 

 

13. Title’s text is other than default “white” and “Arial” font  optional  
14. Included final credits including your name(s) 
 

 mandatory  
15. Included iMovie audio 
(included downloaded sound effects?) 

 Must do 1  
16. Included Garage Band file  Must do 1  
17. Included recorded voice(s)  Must do 1  
18. Included iMovie effect(s)  optional  
19. Presented project enthusiastically to class before final 
due date 

 mandatory  
20. Was respectful audience member during presentations  mandatory  
21. Cited any sources used (pictures, downloaded sound 
effects, etc. – must have entire URL can’t be 
google.com) 

   


